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NEW QUESTION 1
- (Exam Topic 1)
You need to determine the primary cause of the issue reported by interns when they use the app. What is the primary cause?

A. Interns have the System Customizer security role but need the Environment Maker security role.
B. Interns have the Common Data Service User security role but need the Environment Maker security role.
C. Interns have the Environment Maker security role but need the Common Data Service User security role.
D. Interns have the Environment Maker security role but need the System Customizer security role.
E. Interns have the Environment Maker security role but need the Delegate security role.

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Scenario: Interns can create apps but cannot interact with their own data.
Environment Maker role: Can create new resources associated with an environment, including apps, connections, custom APIs, gateways, and flows using
Microsoft Power Automate. However, this role doesn't have any privileges to access data within an environment.
System Customizer role: full permission to customize the environment. However, users with this role can only view records for environment entities that they
create.

NEW QUESTION 2
- (Exam Topic 2)
You need to improve warehouse counting efficiency. What should you create?

A. a flow that updates the warehouse counts as the worker performs the count
B. a model-driven app that allows the user to key in inventory counts
C. A Power BI dashboard that shows the inventory counting variances
D. a canvas app that scans barcodes to allow a warehouse worker to select inventory counts

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Scenario: Warehouse counting is performed manually by using a counting journal. All warehouse boxes and items are barcoded.

NEW QUESTION 3
- (Exam Topic 2)
You need to replace the bicycle inspection forms.
Which two solutions should you use? Each answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. a flow that maps inspection data to Dynamics 365 Field Service
B. a logic app that guides the technician through the inspection
C. a canvas app that guides the technician through the inspection
D. a model-driven app based on customer service entities

Answer: AD

Explanation: 
Scenario: The Adventure Works Cycles retail location performs bicycle inspections and performance tune-ups. Technicians use paper forms to document the
bicycle inspection performed before a tune-up and any additional work performed on the bicycle.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/field-service/overview https://us.hitachi-solutions.com/blog/canvas-vs-model-driven-apps/

NEW QUESTION 4
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company needs to illustrate the relationships of the entities in Dynamics 365 Sales. You need to select the appropriate tool to show this graphic.
Which tool should you select?

A. Metadata diagram
B. Sales Insights
C. Power Automate
D. Security model

Answer: A

Explanation: 
Visual representation of metadata can be useful, especially when you are trying to describe the relationship between entities in the system. You can use the
Metadata Diagram sample code provided for Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement (on-premises) to generate the entity relationship diagrams.
You can create a diagram that shows a relationship for just one entity, or a complex diagram that includes
dozens of related entities, including custom and system entities. Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/use-metadata-gener

NEW QUESTION 5
- (Exam Topic 4)
You are creating a flow using the Common Data Service (CDS) connector. You need to select the appropriate triggers.
Which triggers should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate triggers to the correct scenarios. Each trigger may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
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Solution:

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 6
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company updates their client contact information periodically. The contact entity has alternate keys defined.
You have the following code. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)

For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
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Solution:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/common-data-service/use-alternate-key-create-record

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company delivers packages to businesses and consumers. A custom entity named Package captures the package details.
You need to add the following sets of fields to the entity and leverage the built-in operations of the platform:

 A set of fields to represent the package length, width, depth, and weight. The maximum value for any dimension is 100 centimeters.

 A set of fields for time-sensitive attributes to calculate the efficiency of a delivery based on when the delivery is entered in the system and the existing custom
fields: Pickup time and Delivery time.
Which constructs should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Box 1: DIFFINMINUTES(Created on, Delivery Time)
DIFFINMINUTES (date and time, date and time) returns the difference in minutes between two Date and Time columns.
Box 2: Duration Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/common-data-service/define-calculated-fields

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
- (Exam Topic 4)
A multinational company requires that all phone numbers be standardized as country code + area code + phone number.
The application design team decides that a custom PowerApps component framework (PCF) control should be used to prompt users for an area code and
correctly format the phone number.
You need to get the list of valid area codes when a contact record is opened and before the user enters a new phone number.
In which function should you call webAPI.retrieveMultipleRecords?

A. notifyOutputChanged
B. init
C. getOutputs
D. updateView

Answer: D

Explanation: 
The updateView method will be called when any value in the property bag has changed. This includes field values, data-sets, global values such as container
height and width, offline status, component metadata values such as label, visible, etc.
Set the value of the field component to the raw value from the configured field. Note: webAPI.retrieveMultipleRecords retrieves a collection of entity records.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/developer/component-framework/reference/control/updateview

NEW QUESTION 9
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company is creating a Power Apps portal to collaborate with vendors.
You need to implement custom functionality in the portal by using JavaScript code. Which two portal entities can you use? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Web pages
B. Web resources
C. Webforms
D. Entity lists

Answer: CD

Explanation: 
C: The Web Form Step record contains a field named Custom JavaScript that can be used to store JavaScript code to allow you to extend or modify the form's
visual display or function.
D: You can add custom Javascripts to Entity lists. Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/portals/configure/add-custom-javascript https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/powerapps/maker/portals/configure/entity-lists#add-custom-javascript

NEW QUESTION 10
- (Exam Topic 4)
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains a unique solution. Determine whether the
solution meets the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not appear in the review screen.
A university has implemented Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement. Several departments use opportunity records to bid for funding for projects within their own
departments.
Each department's opportunities are not visible to other departments. However, there are times when two departments need to work together on an opportunity.
You need to configure the security to meet the business requirements.
Solution: Share the individual opportunity that member of one department are working on with all members of the second department, and give those members the
appropriate permissions. Does the solution meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 11
- (Exam Topic 4)
An organization implements Dynamics 365 Sales.
You need to trigger a business rule when the main form in saved. What should you do?

A. Write a business rule to trigger on a change of ModifiedOn field.
B. Set the scope of the business rule to one specific form where business rule triggers.
C. Set the scope of the business rule to All Forms.
D. Set the scope of the business rule to Entity.

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Set scope of business rule to "Entity" instead of "All Form". This will trigger it on server side. Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/dynamicscrm-2016/developers-guide/dn481574(v=crm.8)

NEW QUESTION 12
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- (Exam Topic 4)
An organization has a Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement.
You plan to use a JavaScript web resources file in the Accounts form. The file has a dependency on two image web resource files and on the custom field
new_placeofbirth in the Account entity.
You need to add the dependencies for the JavaScript file.
Which three action should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. From Web Resources, select the JavaScript file for the Account form and then select the JavaScript file.
B. Open the web resources file, add the two image web resources to the dependency’s lists, and then add the custom field new_placeofbirth to the dependency’s
list.
C. In the Account form, select Form Properties, select Non-Event Dependencies, and then add the customfield new_placeofbirth.
D. In the Account form, select Form Properties and add the primary JavaScript file and the other two imageweb resources in Form Libraries.
E. From Settings, select Customization and then select Customize the System.
F. Select Account, select Forms, and then select the Account form.

Answer: CEF

Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/web-resource-depe

NEW QUESTION 13
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company is creating a new system based on Common Data Service. You need to select the features that meet the company’s requirements.
Which options should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate options to the correct requirements. Each option may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Box 1: self-referential relationship Box 2: connection
There are other less formal kinds of relationships between records that are called connections. For example, it may be useful to know if two contacts are married,
or perhaps they are friends outside of work, or perhaps a contact used to work for another account. Most businesses won't generate reports using this kind of
information or require that it is entered, so it's probably not worthwhile to create entity relationships.
Box 3: one-to-many relationship Box 4: many-to-many relationship Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/common-data-service/create-edit-entity-relationships

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 14
- (Exam Topic 4)
An organization uses Dynamics 365 Sales. The organization has accounting and customer service departments. You must restrict users in customer service from
being able to change the value of the balance field on the Contact records. The accounting team must be the only team able to edit this field.
You need to create the appropriate solution without any customizations. What should you do first?

A. Enable field security for the balance field and grant the customer service team read and update permissions.
B. Create a customer service form and role and make the balance field read-only.
C. Enable field security for the balance field and grant the accounting team read permissions.
D. Enable field security for the balance field and grant the customer service team read permissions.

Answer: D

Explanation: 
Reference:
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-service/create-design-forms-customer-service-hub

NEW QUESTION 15
- (Exam Topic 4)
You work for a multinational company that has Azure and Common Data Service environment in the United States (UTC-7) and Japan (UTC+9).
You create Azure Functions for each location to update key data.
You need to configure the functions to run at 4:00 AM on weekdays at each location.
Which schedule formats should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Solution:
Box 1: 0 0 4 * * 1-5
Azure Functions uses the NCronTab library to interpret NCRONTAB expressions.
An NCRONTAB expression is similar to a CRON expression except that it includes an additional sixth field at the beginning to use for time precision in seconds:
{second} {minute} {hour} {day} {month} {day-of-week} NCRONTAB time zones
The numbers in a CRON expression refer to a time and date, not a time span. For example, a 5 in the hour field refers to 5:00 AM, not every 5 hours.
The default time zone used with the CRON expressions is Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
To have your CRON expression based on another time zone, create an app setting for your function app named WEBSITE_TIME_ZONE.
1-5 is weekdays
Box 2: 0 0 4 * * 1-5 Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-functions/functions-bindings-timer?

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
- (Exam Topic 4)
A company implementsDynamics 365 Customer Service. The company deploys synchronous plug-ins for the PreOperation and PostOperation stages on create
and for the PostOperation stage on update for processing different case type.
Users experience errors when updating cases. The plug-in trace log files show that the PostOperation plug-in update of case times out after two minutes.
You perform basic testing and discover that this plug-in is triggered on every update of a case. You examine the code and discover that the plug-in retrieves all
columns for the updated case record performing its work.
You need to reduce the number of errors. You need to achieve this goal with the test amount of changes. Solution: In the Plug-in Registration tool, set filtering
attributes on the plug-in to only Case Type filed. Does the solution meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 17
- (Exam Topic 4)
Fabrikam, Inc, has two divisions as shown in the Business Unit exhibit. (Click the Business Unit tab.)
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 Fabrikam Residences rents units short term to clients.

 Fabrikam Property Management deals with the maintenance of the units and manages the contractors who perform the maintenance.

 Clients and contractors are both stored in the Contact entity.
The manager of the Property Management business unit is a member of a Fabrikam business unit, which has the root security role as shown in the Security Role
exhibit. (Click the Security Role tab.)
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The manager cannot see the contact record shown in the Contact exhibit. (Click the Contact tab.)

You need to ensure that the manager can view contact records owned by someone in the Residences business unit.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement achieves the goal. Otherwise, select No.

Solution:
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Box 1: Yes
Change it to Direct User/Basic access level and Team privileges. This creates a security role with team member's privilege inheritance.
Note: For roles assigned to teams with Basic-level access user privilege, the role's inheritance configuration also comes into play. If the team has the Member's
privilege inheritance set to Team privileges only, then the user will only be able make use of that privilege for records owned by the team.¨

Box 2: No
The manager of the Property Management business unit is already a member of a Fabrikam business unit, which has the root security role
Box 3: Yes Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/security-roles-privileges

Does this meet the goal?

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
- (Exam Topic 4)
A financial institution that has a Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement environment requires that the account balance field from the account entity be visible to
specific users only.
You need to set up the field security for the account balance field.
Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. Create a field security profile.
B. Set the field to Read-Only and then publish the entity.
C. Create a security role and add the specific users to the role.
D. Enable field security and then publish the entity.
E. Set the field permission Allow Read to Yes and add the users to the members section.

Answer: ADE

Explanation: 
To implement field-level security, a system administrator performs the following tasks.

 Enable field security on one or more fields for a given entity.

 Associate one more existing security profiles, or create one or more new security profiles to grant the appropriate access to specific users or teams.
A security profile determines the following:

 Permissions to the secure fields

 Users and Teams
A security profile can be configured to grant user or team members the following permissions at the field level:

 Read. Read-only access to the field's data.

 Create. Users or teams in this profile can add data to this field when creating a record.

 Update. Users or teams in this profile can update the field's data after it has been created. Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/field-level-security

NEW QUESTION 19
......
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